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Congressman Tom Foley the friends of Ireland have 

issued a statement they call this agreement not a final 

answer but an important step towards reconci l iation. Is 

that reflected generally in the co~gress? 

I believe so",:1here is a very broad f'lnTge of agreement 

to this statement. It is signed by~the leaders of the 

House and the Senate in both Parties and I think it can 

also be said that if reflects the opinion across the 

philosophical and regional spectrum of the congress 

house and senate it is very unusual. 

And, of course the President himself adding his endorsement 

The President and the Speaker met this morning and added 

their joint statements of approval to the agreement. 

You have been a founder member of the Friends of Ireland, 

you are close to Irish affairs. Do you read this new 

agreement as being in the spirit of the New Ireland 

Forum? 

Yes, I believe it is. We have no desire to intrude into 

the process of consultation and consideration that will 

be given by both parliaments in Dublin and London and to 

the agreement and consequently there will be no formal 

action or statement by the Congress until those events 

have occured, consideration and approval have occured. 

My own feeling is that it is very much in that spirit. 
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Are you surprised that the immediate response from 

Provisional I.R.A. the immediate response on the whole 

Unionist side has been hostile? 

Jv--F 
Not surprised, I am not at all surprised iry the reaction 

Y"-

of the I.R.A. and the Provisional element, but I hope 

that it will be given more careful examination perhaps 

or more consider examination by the Unionist side. 

Because I think it would be unfortunate that opposition 

would become intrenched. 

What about the division that has occured now in the 

Republic, Mr. Haughey the Leader of the Fianna Fail 

Party former Taoiseach has condemned this agreement. He 

sees this as a repu di ation of national aspiration? 

Well I don't think it is appropriate for me to comment 

on Irish affairs internall~~ would have hoped that 

there could have been a broader support for it and I think 

we will just have to see as the matter comes before the 

Dail and Seanad for consideration how Irish opinion 

. de v e1op~\; • Its in i t i aIr e act ion her e was ve r y po sit i ve 
'-' 

across a broad spectrum as I have said of American 

opinion. 

You speak in your statement Congressman about working 

in the weeks ahead in Congress with the President to 

provide appropriate assistance including financial and 

economic support. Now there has been speculation that 

s ome very large scale economic package might be made 
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available or hav~ you any information on that for us? 

Well there has been no specific decision or even discussion 

about that matter in the Congress but it is important 

to remember that two administrations, the administration 

of J..i-m-HtJ{;.a..r..t~r, President Jimmy Carter and the present 

Administration of President Reagan have said on a 

number of occasions that they want the United States 

to be in a position if it can be to play a positive 

and constructive role in assisting the path of peace in 

Ireland and that would include an opportunity perhaps 

to be of some material assistance but again this 

agreement is seen here as historic. It is understood 

that it will be considered in Dublin and London by 

the parliaments of each country before any other action 

or comment is taken in a formal way by the Congress we 

would of course think that the appropriate thing is to 

await the approval of the two parliaments. After that 

time there may be some more formal response here but it 

is the statement reflects the position that has been 

taken now in two administrations, one democratic and 

the present republic administration. 

Your a senior politician, your a close student of 

Irish Affairs and indeed a genuine friend of Ireland 

but you have the advantage of distance, when you look 

at this agreemenf between the two government~ do you 

see this special relationship as been as important as 

~,. Dr. FitzGerald is making it. He is saying the 
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obligation of the British to consider representations is 

t hat t his go e s r e all y bey 0 n d con suI tat ion.. 0> u 1 d you 

read that into this agreement? 

Well I think the agreement is historic, my own view is 

that it represents for the first time sinc~ perhaps the 

early twenties a real movement in the affairs of the 

~ 
North, obviously the statement reaffirms B~ present 

constitutional arrangement and makes representations 

on the sovereignity of both countries but it does say in 

a very positive way that if in the future a majority of 

the people in Northern Ireland were to desire a unified 

Ireland that pr~ governmentS wR1 undertake to present 

that to their parliament. It gives a legitimacy to 

the activities of the republic~ a concern of the 
::> 

republic in the affairs of the north that is unprecendented 

What is your view of this initiative today? 

'1-' '(,.1.- f' I think it is imaginative, courageous initiative t~t the 

Inter Governmental level aspect of the problem. I 

have been disappointed to see so much disagreement 

emerging in the comments that have been made. I would 
(0..>"'(' 

have liked to~ had more indication from people that they 

wo u 1 d re f 1 e c t w hat pe 0 pIe . as' a '~ whole ID us t fee l, a 

sense of grati~ude to the Taoiseach and his Ministers 

and to the officials for the enormous work that has been 

put into this what I think is the most important 

agreement in this century in relation to Ireland and 

Britain. I thi.n~. the difference; that have emerged 
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between people nevertheless do not really have much 

substance. The reflect a lot of emotional feeling and 

hopefully in the days and weeks to come that will emerge 

more clearly. On the constitutional side, I see really 

no difficulties with this agreement" as you know it will 

come before Dail Eireann and if Dail Eireann approves it 
\,)\, 

then the state will be bond by it and I hope that there 
f'-

will be much closer examination of this concept of 

sovereignity which has been thrown and batted about a lot. 

Is it an out of date concept in your view? 

It is very largely at. least in the context \"e are talking 
/ 

about. We have been t.alking about it tonightrLw'e seem 
I 
;..-~ 

to forget that the two states on these islands for over 
,.!v..{iRr:..... r 

a decade now have been part of the sup~~ national community~ 

the European Community ) where both states along with the 

other community partners share power, share sovereignity 

and where the Irish state and the British state have 

irreversibly transfered sovereignity to the organs of 

Brussels and Luxembourg. I see this agreement as a 

formalising of a process)a relationship between Britain 
/' 

and Ireland which is two community partners coming 
/ 

together ; in cobperation along mechanisms which have been 

well established within the European Community itself. 

What is your view of the initiatives taken today? 

Well I haven't seen the text John of course so I can't 
"5lL~l.~\S it S~~(\.-~ } 

comment on the surnIDaL~C ~QhLLes of the exchanges. I 
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I think it is a potentially historic document but I 

don't think one can say at present that it is such, 

because it all depends how it works out. If it conforms 

to Dr. FitzGerald's most optimistic expectations it 

will certainly prove historic e 1f it doesn't then the 

whole affair will prove to be a massive exceris~~ 

futility. The 

so dependent on 

rea I pro b I ems e ems tom e is . that we rem a i n 

)ltJt,V' 
British will and how far we can r e ly on 

" that in the long term I just don't know. Dr . 
~r 

FitzGerald thinks~the British are hooked into it shall ,. 

we say and can't afford to be seen not to make it work, 
I 

but then so is the Dublin governmen~~nd they are both 

h · . . (AA --h' I h . d . h caug t ln a sltuatlon W lC) t ey may ln ue course W1S 
f\. 

to try and extricate themselves. 

It is a complex document and a difficult process perhaps 

to get into place particularly with all Unionists parties 

saying that they will not cooperate at all, even with 

Northern Ireland Ministers or civil servants while it is 

been attempted to be implemented. 

Absolutely[ I might just say that I think the level of 

political maturity displayed by the Unionists spokesmen 

was most disappointing. 

almost rivalvty some of 
9-. 

if" 
Unfortunately, t~e~e ~1as 

our own, I think in a sense 

it was premature to ask so many politicans to take up 

firm positions so quickly after the emergence of the 

document. 
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Constitutionally, you said it becomes the policy of the 

state once its implemented, what would an incoming 

Fianna Fail government if they didn't like it and 

obviously they don't like it, but if it was in place 

and was working what would there options be? 

"-r~~ ~"''-
T,.·here ",,0 p t ion 8 wo u 1 din c 1 u d et! n t ern a t ion a ll-G.g.", a n 

international treaty they could renounce the treaty 

on behalf of the state. That is certainly an option 

but the way I would look at it is again on a model 

"" of the European communitY~khere has been too much 

emphasis I think on whether the Irish state has gained 

more than a consultative role and 80 on. \.Jhat is 

being laid is the basis out of which may mature and grow 

and developea new framework between the two islands and 

within Northern Ireland between the two communities. 

The important point also I would make John, if I may 

in relation to this question of the concept of unity, 

I really do think it is time for blunt talking and I 

hope it happens over the next weeks. 1 personally 

would argue as a lawyer and as a person who has studied 
'I .J;·\Q-. 

the constitution that in reality the ink hardly dry 
I\. 

on this agreement it is more important international 

recognition of the concept of Irish unity than the 

Irish constitution is, because over the years parties 

in power in the republi~while the constitutional 

claim so ... called is there; in articles 2 and 3 nothing 

has ever been done about it, {tnd if a government,; 

supposing there is a breakdown of relations between 
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{;: 
Britain and Ireland and they went across~an international 

court and said that look we want you to adjudicate ~ &---..... 
~ 
m4<:sclaim between us, the case wouldn't last a day 

I'-

because the Irish would have nothing to say . We 

joined the European community. Jack Lynch, Fianna Fail 

Taoiseach, joined the community alongside an en~ty 

called the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern 

Ire 1 and I iJe m ad e nap rot est . (d, 11 r pr act ice has bee n in 

effect to recognise the reality that Northern I reland is 

within the United Kingdom and in that sense we have 

/~ 
accepted ~ legitimacy of in national term~ we have 

N ~ .Jtu'-. rt0L~& . 

What of this agreement today, what affect will that have? 

Well in my view as I set at the outset it formalises 

{ you like) certainly the recognition of the reality 

that Northern Ireland may not constitutionally change 

until the majority wish it to do so. But as I said 

it also very directly indicates the importance of 

Irish unity not only for the nationalistl population 

but for the Irish government I And I would argue that 

iri international terms this document is much more 

significant in reinforcing or affirming Irish unity as 

an aspiration th~n the constitution and const i tutional 

prac tice d-e-tr~. "<::~- JL<LCi \ 

Gerry Collins t what is your view of those points you 

have heard thete 
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Firstly, I feel that if this agreement is a failur~ 

and that view is held by many then we must also know 
./ 

now,that we will have already have registered with the 

United Nations the agreement and by so doing we are 

registering that the Irish Government are accepting 

British sovereignity over Northern Ireland. 

But his pOint was that for instance when the government 

that you are a member entered the EEC that you did as 

much. 

No I don't accept that at all~ I think for the first 

time now that we are clearly spelling out in this 

agreement the question of British sovereignity over 

Northern Ireland. This is what I regard as a bad day~ 

work for ~he people of this country and this agreement 

is being registered and will always be there and 

available to the British government to ease international 
kR~ 

pressures w·h-tth might or could have been brought to 
" Q~JC 

bear on the British;ko do something about the question 

of unity of our country. 

I really do think that 

fan t a s Ytlf you look at 

I t; 
thi~ with respect to Gerry Collin~ 

for example when the ~arket was 

set up , France and Germany in the 1950's they had a 
/ r-) ./ 

>dJlt...A. 
dispute over the ~ territory. They exchanged notes 

betwen themselves when they signed the treat~making 
tr; 

clear that it was without prejudice ~t this issue of 
S'~ 

the <'hrntr territory. We did not do that j 
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~r)or We ha ve never r ecogni sed ; in a formal wa y) the fa 

Brit~ government have sovereignity over Northe 

IrelaLj,/~at we are doing today. 

/ 
Did Lemass not do it i1effect when he met 

No he did not. 

Did your All party committee 1967 not suggest 

in article 3 ? 
$-"~ 

We did not recognise t-h-a--tl,,-we didn't become par 

an international agreement saying that Britain 

sovereigni ty over Nort:.hern. Ireland" jJ'nd if this 

agreement is a failure which I believe it will 

we have to face the fact that this agreement i 

registered with the United Nations. 

If it was working if it was in place and North 
J 

nationalists were working within in it and it 

o.~l 
look ~to be good and an incoming Fianna Fail go 

what would your party's view be then. 

Naturally we would have to examine the situat 

closely ~~ut the leader of our party has alrea 

tonight that we are not satisfied, we are not 

... ~nd we are going to oppose it in the par liame 

Firstly, 1 think that what Professor Boy~ was 

makes absolute perfect sense in terms of the 

situation in Northern Ireland and the Sout~ a 

I think politicans have not faced up to this · 
I 

,,(' 
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through the yearSt(~uPled with that no change has take n 

place in the Irish constitution today. 
().....J. 

I think " the 

Taoiseach made perfectly clear all through the course 

of this day/,, &}o change has taken place in the status of 

Northern Irelsnd,We are taking part in a process and 
.'-_" ........ ~ ,f 

I believe that this process deserves the opportuaity 

of succeeding if we are ever going to achieve peace and 

stability on this island. We have to be bigger than 

just petty politics. 1 think every sensible person 

on this island North and South will have to work within 

the framework which has been established as of this 

day between the two governments. 

Could I say that I am not at all surprised but I am 
./ 

really appa lied at the irresponsibility of some of the 

people around this table. 

Which people 
? 

Mr. Collins, Neil Blaney and to some extent Mr. McManus 

here who are adopting positions which inevitably result 

in the loss of life, because they are adopting positions 

which is lending legitimacy to the paramilitaries 

in Northern Ireland. Mr. Paisley is doing exactly 

the same thing on his side of the fence. Now unless 

we are prepared to accept that some political movement 

has to take place in Northern Ireland and that we are 
f[j.~,\d'" 

Drepared to give a chance tn wort ' to some extent then 
t V" ~ 
we have no right to ~e in politics at all. 
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Could I just say this, that we seem to be giving all 

and getting nothing in the sense that we do as Mrs. 

Thatcher has said on no less than three occasions today 

given legitimacy to the situation in the six counties 

and what do we get in return? A role which is strictly 
is 

confined to the minority interest and that within this 
1\ 

agreement and never mind your issue of whatever the 

/\ document was that followed there after and in addition 
............ 

to that we lose sight of the fact totally lose sight 

of the fact that the cause of all the conflict in this 

island as a whole down the centuries not alone just in 

the last decade is caused by the occupation of part 

of our country by Britain and that we are not dealing 
l5>-;V peJ/ -

with the cause rather are we ~~ fastening the cause. 

You predictated civil war in the South if an agreement 

along these lines was signed do you still predict that? 

What I predicted was that there could be civil war 

because we are in~act selling out as we sold out in the 
\ 

'20's and we could be in for very great trouble. I 

hope we are not. 

My fear for this is similar to the fear that I had 

which unf or tuna t e~ was bar ne ou t wi th the S u nn L-'it..0. 

agreement that it will fail and the only thing left 
) 

will be this bit of paper recognising our legitimising 

in some way the Unionist position from which the Irish 

people can never retreat an~ the second and more 
./ 

important and more unfortuqate result of that failure 

will be a fur the r in ere a: s e i n t 11 ear r 0 g a n c e an dill t ran StJ~ 

of the Unionists. Twice the British and Irish will 
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have tried to do something, twice the Unionists will 

have stopped them and they will be harder to deal with 

in the end. 

Would you like it to succeed? 

I would like something to succeed. 

Would you like this to succeed? 

But this is not capable of success, 

No but would you like it to succeed4 

If it were possible, dhsolutely. 

You would 

Of course I wouI~but it doesn't contain within itself 

the possibility of success that is what I deeply regret 

at-· and I would have loved after a year of labour that some~ 

other than a mouse would have been produced. 

I am at a loss to understand.~is agreement will succeed 

if the Fianna Fail party and Mr. McManus take a positive 

attitude to it. Likewise if those who are opposing it 

in the North as we saw today and I certainly from my 

knowledge of what was happening up there today could 

see no aspect of COl~usion) as Mr. BIaney was suggesting. 
t\::... 

If the opponents of this agreement were prepared to 

let the agreement ~ stand on its on feet, let the 

people of this country hav~ an opportunity, I mea~ the 

Fianna Fail party were in government in this country 

for long enough and never made any progress in relation 
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to solving the problems of this iBland , ~ow let them 

give us our opportunity,~t them support us where it 

is positive and lets work for a solution for once and 

for all to make a solution on this island. 

{ C~ ,-Ji. :R)2~. ) 
\.Jhat <:tran-g.e-d..:Hi Fianna Fail make in opposition? 

The Ta 0 i sea c h her e t o'n i g h t sa i d and I quo te" t hat t his 

agreement is built on good faith, and Mrs. Thatcher 

agrees with this as well". Now the good faith that 

he is talking 1.S seem¥yf~omething that has come into 
q... 

being BS and from only today and one would also think 

from this Aiscussion. that the ~ifficulties which the 

minority community are faced with have only come to the 

notice of the British government today for the first 

time. 

Surely Mr. Haughey informed them of all of that and there 

was good faith between Mr. Haughey and Mrs. Thatcher 

Of course he did at every opportunity and I am quite 

sure that Dr. FitzGerald and Peter Barry did as well. 
) 
~ut nothing has happened for instance with regard to 

the supergrass th.l:'Q..(;) of the ~ipP~\:iil court~) of the 

UDR. All these things are well known before now and 

I fel that if new system of bringing these problems 

to the attention of the Brit i sh government by putting 

forward vie~and putting forward points of discussion 

if thatls what the a.greement is all abbut well then it is 

going to be very difficult for it to succeed. 
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The SDLP ne ver believed that the conclusion of these 

discussions would be a final settlement of the Irish 

problem/\~e ne ver believed that, we never thought that 

that would be the case. As far as this agreement 

is concerned we think it ts a step forward ,lt is in 

some respects a major step forward and the important 

thing Is the implementation.a Now Gerry Collins 

has referred to the Di plD&t.,. Cou r t s and the 0 ther ma t ter s 

and I refer particularly to prisoners and particularly 

to those prisoners who are held on the fecretary of 
{(u.JJI IX. ~..Q:..J 

state. We do not even know when they will be re'al''i-s~d 

and the comminque tells us that one of the first thing~ 

t he first item on the agenda ) when this new body meets 

is a discussion in relation to those matters. 

Including the release of prisoners 

Well talks about the justice talks about the different 
I ) 

matters that would win over the minority community, 

The different measures that are necessary to win over 

the Northern community and I would have thought 

certainly a release of tbose prisoners was one of them. 

The SDLP'sposition is that as I said earlier it all 

depends on the implement~ion of this agreement. We 
, -...... ----

will monitor to make sure that this implementation 
G....r."UA,Il.-...... r 

is that this is implemented to the extent that we feel 
f'. 

i-i necessary. I would hope even at this late stage 
~ ) J 

that in t he monitoring of the implementation of that 

agreement that we would have support of aI of the 
. .-;7 

parties in v 0 1 ve di n the ro r u ID , because I think there 
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is a way forward here for constitutior~fHl:. nationalism' 

~ere is away in which as was stated earli.er by the 

government that the lot of the Northern minority can 

be bettered. 

I am prepared to say to the Taoiseach, thank you, to 

the Tanaiste, thank you, to the Minister for Foreign 

Affairs, , thank you and to Char lift Haughey for starting 
J ) 

this process I 
1 

ti 1 
say t h El n k you a s we l)", 'IJio w he 1 pus to 

~ake sure thaf this is • success and that the lot of 

Northern Community is bettered. 

Gerry Collins, your party doesn't believe it will work, 

but what in the meantime, are you going to continue 

to suggest are YOu going tQ give it any support 

Are you going to hope that it might work in someway? 

We believe that this agreement is not going to work 

and there is ample evidence there as to why one 

could be fairly sound on that. 

instance the items we have already mentioned that affect 

the minority community have been brought to the attention 

of the British government time and time and time again 

and nothing bas beem done abbut it. It isn't that 

we have to wait until today to bring the plight of 

those held in the prisons in Notthern Ireland to the 

atteniton of the British government to d6 something 

about it. you know Ohe would think that they knew 

nothing abou~ it uuti1 ~o4a, 804 they are going to do 

something about it tomorrow. 
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A very brief and final question Austin Currie, 

alienation of the Northern nationalist thats what a lot 

of this has been about do you think they will support 

this agreement? 

I think the great, great majority of Northern 

~ 
nationalists will support this agreemen~~s far as 

the alienation is concerned we now have created a 

framework whereby something can be done about that 

alienation~I repeat it depends on the impl~~!ion 

of the agreement. The basic agreement in itself 

is alright, it is to be welcomed, it is the 

implementation with the assistance of Peter Barry 

and the job that he has now got~ ~rt is up to us to 

ensure that it is properly implemented and if what 

Gery Collins has said it is an indicment of what has 
" 

happened in the past , surely we surely we have learned 
./ 

the lesson for the present and the future. 
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